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The Malay Dilemma 1970 the malay dilemma revisited is a critical and balanced
analysis of malaysia s preferential race policy and its impact on the nation s
delicate race dynamics and economy unlike america s affirmative action malaysia s
version is far more aggressive and pervasive and has been remarkably successful
in creating a sizable and stable bumiputra indigenous group middle class the price
tag is significant distortion of freemarket dynamics and consequent inefficiency
perversely the policy impairs rather than strengthens bumiputras ability to
compete in contrast to quotas and other set aside programs that are the hallmark
of the current policy the writer presents an alternative strategy aimed primarily at
enhancing bumiputra competitiveness the proposed approach would not negatively
impact the economy nor interfere with the freemarket equally important it would
not arouse resentment from other malaysians the first objective would be to
modernize the nation s archaic educational system to emphasize english
mathematics the sciences and technical training secondly the influences of
religious and royal institutions must be curtailed and the rates of urbanization and
population growth reduced the primary objective is in enhancing competitiveness
not on meeting arbitrarily picked numerical goals and targets
The Malay Dilemma Revisited 1999 in the malay dilemma former prime minister
mahathir mohamad examines and analyses the make up of the malays and the
problem of racial harmony in malaysia first published in 1970 the book seeks to
explain the causes for the 13 may 1969 riots in kuala lumpur dr mahathir sets out
his view as to why the malays are economically backward and why they feel they
must insist upon immigrants becoming real malaysians speaking in due course
nothing but malay as do immigrants to america or australia speak nothing but the
language of what the author calls the definitive people he argues that the malays
are the rightful owners of malaya he also argues that immigrants are guests until
properly absorbed and that they are not properly absorbed until they have
abandoned the language and culture of their past
The Malay Dilemma 2010-08-31 the planned retirement in october 2003 of dr
mahathir mohamad prime minister of malaysia since july 1981 has occasioned
many instant assessments of the mahathir legacy in contrast this book takes a hard
look at the long term social transformation behind the dramatic politics of the
mahathir era it ranges over issues of political economy ideology interethnic
relations the challenge of islam and the complexities of leadership transition khoo
boo teik explains how the mahathir regimes s mid 1990 s asian values
triumphalism was replaced by the turn of the millenium pessimism and the spectre
of a second malay dilemma he aims to bring to life mahathir s predicaments the
contradictions in anwar ibrahim s chequered career and the cultural imperatives
behind the historic rise of the alternative front s rainbow coalition the result is an
informed lay reader s guide to the momentous disturbing and even inspiring events
which overturned easy assumptions about ethnic politics in malaysia tested the
regime s economic management revealed the vitality of cultural revolt and raised
fundamental questions about the directions of the country post mahathir
The Malay Dilemma 1982 a hard hitting and readable book which examines
mahathir s character his ideas and policies and relates them to the social economic
and political setting inside malaysia up until recently high rates of economic
growth and a striking reduction in poverty have been the hallmarks of this vibrant
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tiger economy mahathir s success has now been placed in jeopardy by the recent
economic crisis and his rule is coming under hostile scrutiny as one of the most
controversial political figures in south east asia mahathir s success at managing
ethnic tensions policies of industrialization modernization and foreign policy are
explored as are his grandiose projects his human rights record and approach to
corruption milne and mauzy leading authors in this field assess mahathir s rule
within this context as well as the abrupt dismissal from office arrest and trial of
anwar ibrahim mahathir s deputy in late 1998
The Malay Dilemma 1977 within the context of malaysia s recent political history
it charts the evolution of mahathir s complex world view to reveal paradoxes
alternating patterns of consistency and contradiction which help us understand his
politics policies and personality in biographical terms it examines the legacy of
mahathir s youthful immersion in the malay world the class background to his
religiosity and the medical influence on his political style
Mahathir Bin Mohamad : the Malay Dilemma 1970 he began his professional
career as a family physician but wound up prescribing innovative political
medicines for the entire nation that remain controversial even today was he
exactly the bold and fearless policy doctor that the troubled body politic of
malaysia needed or was he just another mendacious mediocrity with a record of
persistent misdiagnoses phony remedies and self serving justifications only history
s judgment can offer the final verdict but dr mahathir himself is in no doubt in a
riveting series of unprecedented conversations malaysia s most famous former
prime minister reveals to american journalist and author tom plate a panoramic
panoply of views on governing on islam on jews on the west and on malays that are
striking in historical sweep and contemporary relevance
Beyond Mahathir 2003-11 mahathir mohamad turned malaysia into one of the
developing world s most successful economies he adopted pragmatic economic
policies alongside repressive political measures and showed that islam was
compatible with representative government and modernization he emerged as a
third world champion and islamic spokesman by standing up to the west
Malaysian Politics Under Mahathir 2002-01-22 summary malaysia s former
prime minister mahathir mohamad is often seen as the sole author of the country s
foreign policy malaysian foreign policy in the mahathir era shows that while
mahathir s personality leadership style political ideology and brand of nationalism
unquestionably had a deep impact so too did domestic issues and external forces
associated with globalization the book examines seven major foreign policy
initiatives of the mahathir period buy british last anti commonwealth look east
third world spokesmanship regional engagement islamic posturing and commercial
and developmental diplomacy in discussing these topics the author explains the
significance for foreign policy of communal concerns the regime s need to maintain
its own authority in the face of political and social initiatives some rooted in islam
and its desire to achieve national development he also discusses external pressures
including japan s regional designs singapore s defense posture and the growing
importance of china for the region the approach breaks away from the elitist
decision making styles and single factor models usually employed to explain the
foreign policy of developing nations and establishes a direct link between domestic
politics and foreign policy during the period studied suggesting that the latter was
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truly an extension of the former publisher description
Mahathir, the Secret of the Malaysian Success 2003 malaysia is a prosperous
modern islamic nation in which three main ethnic groups malay chinese and indian
coexist peacefully while maintaining their unique cultural identities yet this stable
society is founded upon a form of affirmative action th
Paradoxes of Mahathirism 1995 malaysia is an increasingly important player prime
minister dr mahathir mohamad is now asia s longest serving leader this work on
malaysian politics offers an analysis of the mahathir project examining how
mahathir has over 20 years translated the basis of the ruling bloc s legitimacy from
one of coercive domination and ethnic card playing into a more consensual form of
hegemonic support it argues that mahathir has made considerable progress in
building consent since the 1997 economic crisis and purging of mahathir s former
deputy anwar ibrahim new problems have appeared within the ruling barisan
nasional coalition and its leadinf g party the united malays national organization
umno as mahathir seeks to rebuild ideological support other parties have mounted
a counter hegemonic alternative to the prevailing project this book provides an
understanding of these contending forces and the new engagement of ideas taking
place within malaysia s changing political landscape
The Malay Dilemma 1970 this introduction to the book m way reviews mahathir s
economic policy legacy from the early 1980s especially his major innovations in
development policy including the look east policy the 70 million population policy
the national agriculture policy heavy industrialization malaysia incorporated
privatization and the 1998 national economic recovery strategy involving capital
and currency controls it also examines the way in which mahathir dealt with the
new economic policy and subsequently introduced successor policies such as vision
2020 as well as the national development policy and the national vision policy
Anwar Ibrahim, Mahathir's Dilemma 1998 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Giants of Asia: Conversations with Mahathir Mohamad 2011-07-01 a
collection of opinion pieces published in the mass media after abdullah badawi
became malaysia s prime minister in october 2004 which analyse the many difficult
aspects of leadership that have been facing him over the last two years
The Musa Dilemma 1986 a new deal for asia looks at whether asia can reinvent
itself for the new millennium after the chaos and turmoil of the asian crisis
according to dr mahathir mohamad now is not the time for recriminations but to
reexamine the way the global economic system functions now is also the time to
look ahead move on and try to focus on the future
MALAYSIA POST-MAHATHIR: A Decade of Change 2015-08-15 mahathir
mohamad s legacy as malaysia s longest serving prime minister 1981 2003 is
deeply controversial his engagement with islam the religion of just over half
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malaysia s population has often been dismissed as partisan maneuvering yet his
willingness to countenance a more prominent place for islam in government and
society is what distinguished him from other modernist politicians and his instinct
to set malaysian politics against the backdrop of the wider muslim world was
politically astute author sven schottmann argues that mahathir s transformative
effect on malaysia can only be fully appreciated if we also take him seriously as
one of the postcolonial muslim world s most significant political thought leaders
schottmann sees mahathir s representations of islam as a relatively coherent
discourse that can legitimately be described as mahathir s islam this discourse
contains mahathir s assessment of the economic political and sociocultural
problems facing the contemporary muslim world and the range of solutions and
corrective measures that he proposed muslims should adopt his ideas are fraught
with flaws and contradictions on the one hand he emphasized the individualistic
egalitarian pluralistic democratic and dynamic qualities of islam on the other his
government enacted legislation and acquiesced in the activities of religious bodies
that curtailed religious freedoms of both muslims and non muslims his ideas
contributed to malaysia s worsening state of interethnic relations yet his insistence
that every muslim had the right to speak for islam may have paradoxically
prepared the ground for a future democratization of malaysian politics mahathir s
islam is based on rigorous analysis of mahathir s speeches interviews and writings
which the author is able to link to parallel processes elsewhere in the muslim
world indonesia the middle east pakistan turkey and diaspora communities in the
west mahathir s islamic discourse schottmann suggests must be read against the
wider late twentieth century resurgence of religion in general and the post 1970s
islamic revival in particular balanced in approach and engagingly written this book
will be of interest to scholars and students of political science religious studies and
others interested in malaysia southeast asia or mahathir himself
The Rhetoric of Dr. Mahathir Mohamad 2004 the myth of the lazy native is
syed hussein alatas widely acknowledged critique of the colonial construction of
malay filipino and javanese natives from the 16th to the 20th century drawing on
the work of karl mannheim and the sociology of knowledge alatas analyses the
origins and functions of such myths in the creation and reinforcement of colonial
ideology and capitalism the book constitutes in his own words an effort to correct a
one sided colonial view of the asian native and his society and will be of interest to
students and scholars of colonialism post colonialism sociology and south east
asian studies
Malaysian Maverick 2009-11-30 malaysia s longest serving and most outspoken
prime minister dr mahathir mohamad has been politically active for more than 60
years as a young doctor he agitated for independence from the british and
promoted the rights of the malays and his long political career culminated in his 22
year term as prime minister during which malaysia s rapid development his
forthright words and singular policies thrust the country into the eyes of the world
throughout his career dr mahathir has spoken and written in a frank and
uncompromising manner and he has continued to do so since retiring from the
premiership in 2003 he remains a controversial figure to this day the wit and
wisdom of dr mahathir mohamad is a collection of nearly 600 quotations spanning
his time in government and beyond the quotations are arranged by topic including
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those as varied as leadership race relations the media economics and development
colonialism international relations including israel and palestine and malaysia
itself
Malaysian Foreign Policy in the Mahathir Era, 1981-2003 2009 dr mahathir
mohamad governed malaysia for 22 years 1981 2003 during which he wrote and
received many letters from many world leaders the letters presented in this
volume by dr mahathir tony blair bill clinton lee kuan yew fidel castro and saddam
hussein among others argue the contrasting positions on bilateral and joint
relations globalisation as well as wars and conflicts dr mahathir writes directly in
his own distinctive voice and style the correspondents were transparent solid
informative and sometimes robust
Dilema Melayu 1982 this book is an innovative analysis of regime maintenance and
transformation in malaysia it goes beyond familiar approaches centred on
communal politics or the corporate workings of malaysia inc to stress the
importance of power maintenance tracing a path from consociational bargaining to
authoritarian umno dominance to dr mahathir s personal dominance the author
has synthesized a diverse range of sources and in particular made insightful use of
interviews with nearly all the key actors the analysis is up to date including the
dramatic challenge to dr mahathir s dominance associated with his sacking of
deputy anwar ibrahim following the asian economic crisis
Mahathir, a Profile in Courage 1982 lim and hunter s prolific writings shed light
on the resultant effects of macro and micro policies that have shaped malaysia
their analyses touch especially on the key actors individuals and organisations that
have played a catalytic role in misshaping the nation s development both their
opinions and reflections on the issues written here have their foundation in
fundamental economics and rightly so civilisational progress or regression can be
seen to be closely aligned to the foundational economics of society the end of the
crisis and the dark forces will come the question is only when and how and
whether we the people can rise to save what is rightfully ours siti z kasim lawyer
and activist can malaysia return to the nation building principles our forefathers
agreed to constitutional monarchy separation of powers rule of law democracy
good governance and a plural society lim and hunter have grappled with these
issues which will decide the future of malaysia lim kit siang mp for iskandar puteri
and former leader of the opposition lim and hunter take on the daunting task of
unravelling the complexities of the malaysian journey since independence they
have dared to touch on all the issues that really matter which have been bullied
out of the public space for being sensitive and therefore off limits to any
reasonable discussion yet discuss them we must through the years malaysia or
rather her politicians have woven a tangled web of power race religion and
corruption that seems impenetrable these power dynamics have brought us to our
current sorry state this book helps us to take that crucial first step of looking at
ourselves honestly and critically if we can all put the nation first and do just that
we have a chance of the malaysia we dreamed of this book is essential reading for
all malaysians who believe this is yet possible ambiga sreenevasan lawyer and
human rights advocate
Malay Dilemma 1990 tracing historical and political dynamics underlying nearly 20
years of authoritarian rule verma addresses five issues islam secular nationalism
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citizenship democracy and human rights arguing that modernization has led to
tensions in malaysia
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